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           Who said that we can’t have spring even in February? We saw how much you’ve loved our Spring bundle and that’s why we’ve got it back for you. We all know what a nice touch can have a project if we add some watercolor effects. And with this SPRING BUNDLE – 590 Watercolor Elements the touches for your projects can be fabulous. On this awesome kit, you can have 590 Watercolor Elements split into more than 30 different sets. The SPRING BUNDLE – 590 Watercolor Elements has every type of flower that you may want and need for your project brought to you by the GraphicLoot team in collaboration with our partner, LABFcreations. What’s better now at our SPRING BUNDLE? The fact that you’ll gonna get not only 500 Watercolor Elements but 590 Watercolor Elements at the same tiny price, 7$.

VERY IMPORTANT: In order to unzip the product properly, you have to use the WinRAR program to unarchive the package. The link to get is THIS ONE

Highlights:

	Get yourself a pack with 590 watercolor elements to make your work both fabulous and easier;
	Gorgeous, hand – made clip arts that can offer you a very real and also professional touch;
	Discover more than 30 sets of different clip arts;
	Use these elements on various type of products like weddings invitations, postcards, books, logos, signs, blog themes and many more;
	All the elements are very easy to work with and easy to custom. You can change colors, sizes, details and many more;
	These elements can be used for various type of holidays like Spring, Summer, Valentine’s Day, Easter, Mother’s Day, Love, Weddings, New Borns, etc.



VERY IMPORTANT: In order to download and to unzip the product properly, you have to use 7zip program if you have windows or You have to use UNArchiver if you are using MAC to unarchive the package. The link to get the UNArchiver is THIS ONE and for the 7zip program THIS ONE.
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PRICING:

Normally, all the artwork that you see on this bundle is available for $1135, but only for this deal, for a limited period only, our team managed to bring this bundle to you for $15, which is over 98% OFF the regular price!!

CLICK the ADD TO CART BUTTON and get it now!

DEAL TERMS:

	The product will be delivered right away after you finish your acquisition.
	This artwork can be used for personal and commercial projects.
	These files cannot be resold or redistributed.
	The files will be delivered in .jpg, .png and .otf format.
	The graphics that we used in the presentation are not included in the bundle.
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							Spring Watercolor Collection
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							50 Premium Vector Designs Bundle
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							Polo X’s Bundle
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						Graphicloot is a daily deal website that offers Graphic Design Bundles, Graphic design mockups & graphic design deals with massive discounts for graphic designers.
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